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PREMIER COUNTY CRIMINAL RESEARCH

Frequently Asked
Questions
Who is Baxter Research?
Baxter is a premier county criminal research provider.
Founded in 1995 in San Francisco by veteran court
researchers, Timothy and Sara Baxter, it now comprises
a network of in-court researchers, customer service
representatives and a senior management team
serving CRAs across North America.

How is it that your turnaround time
is so fast in California?
With 20 years’ experience in California, our research
group has a deep knowledge of the idiosyncrasies of the
courts. Furthermore, they operate on a secure wireless
software platform that enables them to receive orders
and return results directly from the courts. This shaves
hours if not an entire day off typical turnaround times.

Is it true you publish your turnaround times
with full transparency?
Yes. Our turnaround in all counties and states for both
clears and case reports are published in real time at
www.baxterresearch.net/turnaround.

What differentiates Baxter Research?
• Timothy Baxter co-authored the NAPBS Criminal
Research Provider Guidelines in formal use by the
screening industry today.
• Baxter absorbs the full burden and costs of “vendor
management,” freeing up your time for generating
revenues rather than managing researcher activities
or quality control measures.
• All of Baxter’s dedicated researchers must be
background-checked, trained, apprenticed and
certified as having passed the NAPBS Criminal
Research Provider Guidelines exam.

What areas do you cover?
Baxter specializes in California, with additional
coverage in Arizona, Texas, Illinois, Massachusetts and
new areas being opened. For current coverage go to
www.baxterresearch.net/coveragemap.

Are you integrated with background
screening software platforms?
Yes. Baxter partners with Accio Data, BackChecked,
ClearStar, Deverus, TazWorks, etc. (Note: Baxter
maintains its own XML interface and participates in
custom integrations.)

Can you match my current search fee?
It’s possible. Baxter starts with a baseline fee and
discounts on the following criteria:
• Extent of usage

• Hit ratios

• Technical integration

• Volume

Why should I switch to Baxter?
If you are a CRA who insists on accuracy and
quality control, and don’t want to spend your
time and money on vendor management, we are
your ideal research partner.
Or, if you are pleased with your current provider, make
Baxter your backup. We are happy to provide you
with security or redundancy in times of need.

How do I set up an account?
Contact David Vannier at 415-333-5402, Option 5, or
info@baxterresearch.net.

Can we talk to Timothy or members of your
senior management team in person?
Yes. We are here and available to discuss any
questions you may have about our service.

Open an account today | 415-333-5402, Option 5, or info@baxterresearch.net
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